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CLIENT 

BINTI  

PROJECT NAME - REUSABLE MENSTRUAL PAD - branding and packaging 

PROJECT 

PURPOSE - WHY 

● Only 4% of women use alternative menstrual products.  

● Drivers to purchase focus on price - with supermarket own brands and 

traditional products competing to be the most affordable - customers 

display little brand loyalty to traditional mainstream brands.  

● Rise in challenger brands and their organic plastic-free products 

highlights rising importance of environmental claims.  

● 16-24 year olds display greatest brand loyalty and biggest commitment to 

natural products - this group offers the greatest opportunity to 

encourage switching from eco-premium and traditional brands.  

OPPORTUNITY - ULTIMATE IMPACT  



● Engage a growing market of clean-concious 16-24 year olds with an 

alternative to traditional menstrual solutions.  

● To move from functional purchase drivers to emotive purchase drivers, 

building brand loyalty amongst younger shoppers and converting an older 

demographic previously driven by price away from traditional and 

supermarket own brands. 

● To reframe our attitudes to menstrual wear - moving from a disposable 

item to part of our staple wardrobe pieces.  

● To offer consumers the opportunity to connect and support a charity 

that’s committed to stamping out period poverty worldwide - thus 

empowering our shoppers with the opportunity to make a meaningful 

difference with every purchase. 

ELEMENTS  

VERBAL ID  

Conversational, direct, inspiring without the overly playful tone of existing 

eco-premium brands or the overly functional tone of traditional brands. 

- ‘Menstrual wear’ will replace ‘sanitary pad’ as the product descriptor. 

This articulates our move from disposable to reusable, wearable products 

without implying a ‘sanitary’ or ‘hygienic’ benefit. By changing our 

language we start an important conversation over the role menstrual wear 

plays in our lives. 

- Our product name is ‘Ebb’ the domain is ‘Ebbperiod.com’  

 

DESIGN DIRECTION  

Key terms - sophisticated, classy, modern, forward thinking, innovative. 

Our initial design ideas offer softness in the rose elements set against  a 

forward thinking, technology-driven design - though staying away from anything 

too ‘lab’ or clinical. Innovation will come across in the futuristic font and 

subtle elements of the design. 

- Our palette steers clear of being too feminine or overly playful.  

- Soft blues and red offer contrast and a modern, light, yet eye-catching 

look and feel. 



- Oru design might play with gradietns (to illustrate the menstrual flow) 

and textured icons to illustrate a ‘tech’. Rose petals might morph into 

a droplet which could form a repeating pattern. 

- Our initial design will consider a box shape as well as a cylindrical 

option. 

 

DELIVERABLES 

 

Brand creation - A brand toolkit will include an overview of the Ebb ‘brand 

soul’, our tone of voice guide, colour palette, any illustrations or patterns 

we explore and sign-off on throughout the process and our font (primary and 

secondary). 

Packaging - Packaging design in print ready format, including on-pack copy, 

and any icons. 

Legal information and barcodes must be provided by the client. 

 

 

… And now the creation 
can begin!  


